How do we create a common understanding of needs, gaps, and priorities?

So that

Partners use central location for data

So that

Partner receive Impact DuPage messaging

So that

Promote website

- # of newsletters sent
- # presentations given
- # mini dashboards hosted
- # of organizations referring to Impact DuPage

So that

Partners use central location for data

- # of people reached by presentations
- # newsletter subscribers
- # of referrals, users, sessions

So that

Common Understanding

- # of users
- # of new users
- # of sessions
- Survey of partners of data sources used
- # of annual reports that use Impact DuPage indicators
- # of funders using ID indicators for evaluation (pre/post survey)
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How do we advance the well-being of the DuPage County community?

- **Promote collective impact approach**
  - Number of attendees at convening with collective impact speaker
  - Number of coalitions receiving collective impact presentations
  - Number of newsletters sharing collective impact tools

- **Effective Coalitions**
  - Number of coalitions moving towards collective impact
  - Number of coalitions with charters
  - Number of funders who integrate collective impact approach into RFPs
  - Number of funders with focus on Impact DuPage priority area

- **Increased participation in addressing Impact DuPage priorities**
  - Percentage of organizations with MOAs/board resolutions

- **Community engagement?**

- **So that**
  - Number of coalitions receiving collective impact presentations
  - Number of funders participating in Funders’ Collaborative

- **So that**
  - Number of coalitions with charters
  - Number of different sectors contributing to action plan development for each priority area

- **So that**
  - Number of funders providing presentations to their boards

- **So that**
  - Number of vehicles providing transportation for residents

- **So that**
  - Number of annual reports that reflect collective impact/indicators

- **Advance Well-Being**
  - Number of action plan outcome objectives met
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How do we inform and define the legislative agenda?

So that

Policy Change

So that

Inform Legislative Agenda

So that

Develop policy briefs

Coalitions Define/Recommend Policy Changes

# of policy recommendations

# complete policy briefs

# policy briefs sent

% of decision-makers receiving briefs

# of meetings with policymakers

# of policymakers reading Impact DuPage materials/briefs

# of policies written

# of policies enacted

% of policy briefs received resulting in policy change
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